Picket Fence Studios – Christmas Poinsettia Star

Technique: Emboss Resist/ink blending

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 10 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Picket Fence Studios: Christmas Poinsettia Star

INK:
VersaMark Embossing Ink
Distress Oxide Ink: Picked Raspberry and Worn Lipstick

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Junior Die Cutting Machine
My Favorite Things – Merry Christmas Die
Purple tape
Life Changing Brushes
Tombow Adhesive Tape Runner
Tombow Multi-Purpose Glue
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Scor Buddy Mini
Silicone Bone Folder
Tim Holtz scissors
Lawn Fawn Stamp Cleaning Shammy

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White 110#
7x 10, score and fold at 5 1/2 – card base
Neenah Solar White 80#
4-1/2 x 6-1/2 – card front
2 x 3-1/2 – die cut Merry Christmas sentiment

DIRECTIONS:
1. White Heat emboss the poinsettia onto the card front.
2. Use the Life Changing Brushes to blend the Distress Oxide Inks across the entire card front.
3. When the ink is dry, rub the image to remove any ink sitting on top of the heat embossed image.
4. Attach to the card base with the tape runner.
5. Die cut the sentiment and use the multi-purpose glue to attach it to the top left of the card.
6. Add a few Sequins also with the multi-purpose glue.
7. Use the Nuvo Crystal Drops to create the flower center.
8. Clean the stamp with the Stamp Cleaning Shammy.
Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it. Please note this supply list is for both cards although not all products are used on both cards:

- Picket Fence Studios
  - Christmas... [SSS | ELH | SCR | PFS]

- Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink Pad WORN...
  - [SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC]

- Tim Holtz Distress Oxide Ink Pad...
  - [SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC]

- Tsukineko Versamark
  - Emboss Ink Pad... [SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC]

- WOW Embossing Powder
  - Opaque Bright... [SSS | ELH | SCR]

- WOW Dual Speed Heat Tool WZHT-USA
  - [SSS | ELH]

- Ranger Anti Static Pouch
  - Ink62332 ... [SSS | SBC]

- Neenah Classic Crest 110 LB Smooth...
  - [SSS | ELH | SBC]

- Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB Smooth...
  - [SSS | SBC | ELH]
Crafter's Companion GEMINI JUNIOR...

[ SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC ]

My Favorite Things MERRY CHRISTMAS...

[ SSS | ELH ]

Tonic CLOUD 9 Nuvo Dream Drops 1794n

[ SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC | TNC ]

Picket Fence Studios LIFE CHANGING...

[ SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC ]

Lawn Fawn STAMP SHAMMY Cleaner LF1045

[ SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC ]

Lawn Fawn STARRY STAMP SHAMMY CASE...

[ SSS | ELH | SCR | SBC ]